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Abstract: Current digitalization projects of ancient artifacts in the field of cultural heritage produce
large amounts of data that can not be managed and analyzed in a reasonable amount of time
by means of conventional philological methods. Therefore, this paper presents a novel approach
to performing a fast and interactive 3D script feature extraction, analysis and visualization for high
resolution 3D scanned cuneiform tablets making intense use of parallel computing and GPGPU. By
integrating philological expertise a straightforward parametrization with immediate display of results,
comprehensive meta data visualization and shareability of analysis results is achieved.

Index Terms: GPGPU, Geometric Processing, Feature Extraction, Cuneiform.

1. Introduction
Three-dimensional digital acquisition of ancient artifacts is a growing field of research targeting the conserva-
tion of cultural heritage, improving the accessibility of artifacts and providing an interface to advanced analysis
methods in scientific computing. Structured light scanning, early attempts were performed by Sablatnig [1],
is an established technique at the moment, however a low cost photometric reconstruction method using
a portable light dome developed by Willems et al. [2], [3] shows very promising results. Among existing
cuneiform digitizing projects, besides the long term project Projekt Hethitische Forschungen [4], e.g. Digital
Hammurabi [5], the Cuneiform Digital Forensic Project (CDFP), the subsequent Cuneiform Digital Palaeog-
raphy Project (CDP) [6] and the Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative (CDLI) should be mentioned, which focus
on conservational digitalization and building accessible cuneiform libraries. Active research in this field is
done by Mara et al. [7] basing script analysis on a multi-scale approach using integral invariants integrated
into the Gigamesh software framework. Worth mentioning is the growing-least-squares approach of Mellado
et al. [8] which aims at a multi-scale analysis of ancient artifacts and does not require a meshed surface.

In this context extraction and analysis of cuneiform script characteristics from 3D data sets is a challenging
task which is conventionally performed by means of manual analysis of 2D image data. As the count of
discovered cuneiform tablet fragments up to this date exceeds 500.000, a complete non computer aided
manual analysis of script features seems to be unattainable in a reasonable amount of time. On the other
hand, current computer aided methods operating on 3D scans often suffer from a lack in specialized, freely
available tools and problems related to data quality. Given 3D point clouds and derived triangular meshes are
frequently affected by several quality limitations resulting from the process of acquisition itself. Those include
missing surface parts, non 2-manifold meshes and inconsistent data sets due to limitations in the scanner
hardware, (time-) restricted access to the real artifact resulting in a suboptimal scanning process and an in
large parts uncontrollable merging and surface meshing process of the available scanner software – these
artifacts largely affect the usability of the data in different contexts. A cuneiform tablet digitized for analyzing
script properties through visual inspection by a philologist does not necessarily contain color information, a
back side or has to feature a hole free uniformly meshed surface, whereas for reproduction or visualization
purposes and for computer aided analysis, some of those criteria are essential. Addressing those mostly
inevitable issues with intensive data repair operations may corrupt the data, rendering it useless for precise
measurements required in the analysis of cuneiform script characteristics. Instead we propose a sophisticated
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Fig. 1. Visualization in CuneiformAnalyser: (a) Standard OpenGL lighting, (b) enhanced lighting using
ambient occlusion and radiance scaling, (c) with additional meta data overlay and (d) viewport
selection of complex geometry regions.

combination of fault-tolerant geometry segmentation and feature extraction methods and advanced interactive
visualization techniques to incorporate both, automated large scale geometry segmentation and computer
aided philological expertise. Therefore, this paper presents methods and novel concepts for fast on-site
scan visualization and analysis and extended off-site segmentation which are available in the software
demonstrator called CuneiformAnalyser.

The paper is structured as follows: After this introduction, Sect. 2 will give an overview over the data
storage and visualization techniques in the project. Sect. 3 focuses on describing the integrated segmentation
pipeline to extract individual wedges and their respective features. The results of wedge segmentation will
be displayed and discussed in Sects. 4 and 5.

2. Data Storage and Visualization
For an interactive segmentation system a high quality visualization of the input data and segmentation results
as well as a set of fast tools to interact with and edit the visualized data are essential. Regarding high quality
visualization a combination of lit sphere lighting [9] with a self acquired clay lighting sample enhanced with
ambient occlusion [10] and radiance scaling [11] is used as can be seen in Fig. 1. Considering available
GPU memory sizes on current mid range GPU hardware and occurring data set sizes of several millions
to several ten millions of vertices and faces, efficient rendering can be achieved by storing data sets for
visualization entirely on the GPU. The goals for efficient data storage in GPU memory include fast access
for the rendering pipeline, non-redundancy to minimize space requirements, fast mechanisms for selectively
updating the data and accessibility through common GPGPU interfaces like OpenCL [12]. However data
structures optimized for geometry rendering are often inappropriate for efficient geometric mesh processing.
Therefore separate data structures on the CPU, optimized for geometric mesh processing and on the GPU,
optimized for rendering and fast GPGPU raw data processing, including efficient data transfer mechanisms
between both data structures are maintained. Whenever possible, data computed during the rendering
process is used to speed up data processing on the CPU data structures. To ensure platform independency,
the concepts within in the CuneiformAnalyser make intense use of the features of OpenGL [13], GLSL [14],
and OpenMP [15] for visualization and computationally expensive tasks.

Being able to select arbitrary subsets of points and triangles on large point clouds and meshes in real-time
is an important component of an interactive geometry segmentation and analysis system. It not only enables
the user to specify areas of interest for analysis or the generation of training data for machine learning
algorithms, but also to flexibly modify and correct automatic segmentation results. As selecting geometry in
three dimensions is mostly done by defining a 2D area of interest on the screen, the task of 3D geometry
selection can be reduced to the problem of determining which geometric elements will be projected on the
area of interest on the screen. This task can be efficiently performed on current graphics hardware, as
all geometry issued for rendering has to be projected on the screen anyways. The selection data can be
computed in a GLSL vertex shader or geometry shader, streamed back to CPU using transform feedback [13]
and simultaneously be used in the same rendering call to update display properties on the GPU. To define
the area of interest, a CSG combination of user definable polygons seems to be most convenient in this
context.

For fast and GPU memory efficient rendering our rendering pipeline stores point data non redundant in
GPU-memory as vertex buffer objects. This has an additional advantage of the data being conveniently
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Fig. 2. Visualization of the pipeline for an automatic and efficient extraction and segmentation of individual wedges

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. (a) Side view of a tablet scan exhibiting large holes at unscanned areas, (b) result of error
detection on a mesh containing holes, overlapping areas and unconnected geometry at wedge scale
and (c) on a mesh with non 2-manifold geometry at sub wedge scale level.

available for use in OpenCL. Point clouds are then rendered directly in OpenGL using a glDrawArrays
command and triangle meshes using indexed drawing with a glDrawElements command. However indexed
drawing triangles with glDrawElements has no native support for per triangle data, so all triangle specific
data has to be incorporated through separate textures and may be accessed in GLSL shaders based on
the gl_PrimitiveID, a counter for the primitives in the current draw call. For big meshes computing the
proper texture address to access the triangle specific information in GLSL can be problematic, since some
arithmetic operations on integers like division and modulo are emulated using floating point instructions. This
leads to inaccurate primitive data for meshes consisting of more than 216 triangles which is frequently the
case when working with digitized cuneiform tablets. Therefore, a floating point aware arithmetics for texture
address computation and integer packing to safely store 32 bit integers in vec4 format for shader import
and export is used.

3. Wedge Segmentation
The analysis of cuneiform tablets and cuneiform script features assume an automatic and efficient extraction
and segmentation of individual wedges, in particular regarding philological aspects. In this context, efficient
means to allow the analysts to arrive the analysis in near realtime on mobile systems - this is still a challenging
task. To achieve this goal, a segmentation pipeline as shown in Fig. 2 is used, focusing on the sub-tasks
of mesh error detection, surface extraction, wedge extraction and wedge feature extraction. Each sub-task
within the CuneiformAnalyser will be detailed in the following.

3.1. Preprocessing

Most of the given data sets have been acquired using a mobile single camera Breuckmann optoTOP (AICON
3D Systems GmbH, http://www.aicon3d.de) structured light scanner with a maximum resolution of 30µm. As
structured light scanning limits the recoverable depth values per scan to one perspective projected image of
the scanned object, a data set for a complete cuneiform tablet fragment has to be assembled from multiple
scans using the supplied OPTOCAT scanner software. Each individual scan is expected to contain holes
and exhibit projective errors resulting from the limited scanner resolution, surface quality or lighting issues
during the scanning process and an imperfect sensor model. Therefore the process of aligning and fusing
multiple 3D scanned point clouds to one point cloud or triangle mesh is prone to errors leading to missing
surface parts, non 2-manifold meshes and overlapping surfaces. As an a priori correction of those errors
is not possible without further distorting the input data, an error detection preprocessing is applied, to add
reliability information to the data set, which is incorporated later during geometry segmentation.
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Fig. 4. (a) Ambient occlusion with (b) added histogram equalization and (c) extracted free tablet surface

On a cuneiform tablet, missing surface parts occur mostly because of geometric occlusion or a failed
contrast detection during structured light scanning. Therefore areas close to holes in the mesh are considered
to consist of less reliable data. Non 2-manifold geometry poses a problem in many but not all mesh based
algorithms and thus is also marked to be less reliable. Mesh parts with overlapping surfaces result from a
poor mesh merging of surface areas captured in multiple scans. If the size of those areas is not neglectable,
usually the merging is considered to be unsuccessful and is redone. Therefore the size of overlapping mesh
areas is expected to be much smaller than the size of an individual wedge. In the given scans the majority
of mesh errors occur on a scale level smaller than the individual wedges, in areas exhibiting a high triangle
density. This renders morphological operators [16] effective at filtering the aforementioned unreliable parts
of the mesh – the preprocessing consists of the following steps:

1) Select all faces containing non 2-manifold vertices or open edges.
2) Dilate the face selection n times.
3) Erode the face selection (n + 1) times and set the reliability r of faces deselected in each iteration i

to r(i) = (n+ 1− i)/(n+ 1).

Dilation and erosion are performed on the 1-ring of faces, n denotes the iteration count of the morphological
operator and i is the i-th iteration. Fig. 3 shows the result of the mesh error detection on a cuneiform tablet
for n = 2.

3.2. Surface Extraction

In the process of wedge segmentation, detecting the wedge-free tablet surface and the fracture faces of a
tablet fragment are important tasks. As the blank surface of an intact cuneiform tablet can be considered to be
mostly convex and exhibit a low curvature, an ambient occlusion and curvature based filter is used to detect
the free surface. The ambient occlusion term of a position on a surface describes the visual accessibility
of that position from the outside, which is expected to be high on the free tablet surface. To compute point
based ambient occlusion at one vertex a time, usually a sphere is sampled uniformly with test rays at
multiple directions to determine said accessibility. For efficient computation on a GPU using GLSL shaders
the problem can be reversed using shadow mapping techniques to compute the accessibility off all vertices
from one direction simultaneously by rendering a depth map for that direction using an orthographic camera
and comparing each vertices z-position against the depth map. Additional acceleration of the computation is
possible through simultaneously rendering to multiple textures as described in [17]. The results of individual
accessibility renderings can be collected in a 32 bit floating point texture using FP32-blending in OpenGL.
For vertex based curvatures discrete differential geometry methods as described in [18] are applied. The
computation can be accelerated quite effective on the CPU using OpenMP and is usually faster than the
GPU-accelerated computation of ambient occlusion described above. The free tablet surface is now extracted
using a user defined threshold combination for curvature and ambient occlusion values.

With the free tablet surface extracted, the remaining data consists mainly of agglomerates of wedges and
the fracture faces of the tablet fragment as can be seen in Fig. 4. Performing a histogram equalization on
the ambient occlusion data is beneficial for some segmentation tasks, but usually adds an uncontrollable
bias to the parameters of the surface removal computation varying with each tablet fragment. To provide an
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Fig. 5. Poisson reconstruction mesh shown as an overlay with color coded curvature (a) with uniform
point weights and (b) with increased point weights for the free surface.

intuitive parametrization this is avoided when possible. Before individual wedge properties can be computed,
the agglomerates of wedges have to be split into individual wedges. Under consideration of the current
level of knowledge a watershed based segmentation method, described in the following, provides usable
results. A distinction between wedges and fracture surface parts will be done later based on individual
wedge segmentation results.

3.3. Wedge Extraction

Watershed based segmentation approaches, first introduced by Beucher and Lantuejoul [19], usually flood
an image or its gradient based on a height value. This leads to water basins forming in local height
minima, which are expanded until they collide with each other at ridges of the height profile and which
represent the segmentation areas. As basic watershed segmentation suffers from over-segmentation issues,
some modifications of the original algorithm, namely hierarchical watershed segmentation and the waterfall
algorithm have been proposed by Beuchner [20], to overcome these issues. For the specific task of wedge
segmentation both algorithmic variants are suitable for the extraction of batches of wedges but not for the
extraction of individual wedges. Instead a heuristic approach is proposed based on basic script properties
of the scanned cuneiform tablets containing mainly Hittite cuneiform script, a cuneiform variant originating
from the Hittite scribal tradition in ancient Anatolia, which will be described in the following.

To be able to perform a watershed segmentation, first a low noise height value has to be computed for the
data to be processed. This is accomplished by creating a low resolution poisson reconstruction [21] of the
input point set and measuring the distance of the input data points to the surface of the reconstructed mesh.
As Fig. 5 shows, the result can be further enhanced by raising the point weight of the poisson reconstruction
for those points, that have been identified to belong to the free tablet surface, so that the approximation
mesh does not lower significantly in areas largely covered by big agglomerates of wedges. This way obtains
a sufficiently noise free height value, that does not rely on a mesh planarization, which may have been
impossible to compute because of the aforementioned 2-manifoldness related mesh errors.

With the height computed, the vertices of the input mesh not belonging to the free surface are labeled
as unvisited and traversed in ascending height order. Each unvisited vertex 1-ring is then checked for basin
labels. If the 1-ring consists only of unvisited vertices the 2-ring is also scanned for basin labels and if
none are found, a new basin with a unique label is created. Otherwise the vertex is added to the biggest
basin found in its 2-ring. The additional 2-ring check avoids the creation of basins due to local small scale
noise and pays attention to the fact that there is a minimum possible distance between the lowest points of
two neighboring wedges. If the 1-ring of a processed vertex however contains an existing basin label, it is
considered to lie on a border between basins. The vertex is now either labeled as a border or if the basin
size of one of the adjacent basins is lower than a predefined threshold the biggest adjacent basin is flooded
into the smallest one. This is based on the assumption that there is a minimum possible wedge size and
helps to prevent over-segmentation. Results of our modified watershed segmentation can be seen in Fig. 6.

3.4. Wedge Feature Extraction

Before a further segmentation of the individual wedges it is necessary to define the wedge components
which are of philological interest. As the relevance of wedge level script features for philological analysis is
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Fig. 6. (a) Traditional watershed segmentation result with colored catchment basins and blue basin
borders, (b) result of improved watershed segmentation result using the novel modifications and (c)
wedge segmentation result displayed as random colored areas on the input mesh.

Fig. 7. A model for the basic geometric components of a wedge.

still a subject of active research (see [22] for details), initially a simple tetrahedron based wedge model with
nomenclature as described in [22] and shown in Fig. 7 is employed. Though it appears straight forward to
use a curvature based approach to extract the inner edges of the wedge, we found the geometry of the inner
wedges to be particularly often affected by mesh errors as described in Sect. 3.1 and by real world data
issues like wedges partly filled with dirt. We therefore based our individual wedge segmentation on a proper
detection of its side faces using a normal direction based clustering. Given the starting point of a successful
individual wedge extraction, a basic clustering algorithm taking into account the reliability information from
Sect. 3.1, is effective at separating the three faces of a wedge. Noisy cluster borders and small clusters
are targeted with an anti spike filter, morphological operators similar to the ones used in Sect. 3.1 and a
component connection analysis for discarding clusters covering only a small fraction of the wedge area.

To extract the inner edges of the wedge, model fitting based methods like RANSAC [23] are used on
the contact points of the wedge faces to approximate the inner edges by a line or a curve. This approach
enables us to recover even partly filled wedges by assigning lower weights to the contact points near the
center of a wedge. As the resulting lines or curves usually don’t cross exactly at one point, the fitting is redone
introducing the point closest to all three previous fitting solutions as an additional constraint. To determine
the exit points of the inner edges and in consequence the outer edges of a wedge, we use depending on the
philologists preferred definition either their intersection points with the poisson reconstructed tablet surface
or the maximum distance from the depth point obtainable by projecting the wedge faces contact points on
their respective fitted line or curve. While the first variant may provide a more accurate approximation of an
unobstructed wedge, it is also less reliable in case of very short or obstructed inner edges and exhibits less
correlation with the visible size of a wedge on the tablet. If the model fitting is not able to find a valid model
for the inner edges of the wedge the segmentation is considered unsuccessful.
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Fig. 8. (a) Segmentation results of the modified watershed segmentation, (b) clustering for individual
wedge segmentation and (c) individual wedge segmentation results as 3D line drawing

After all basic wedge properties are calculated, a decision about which of the three inner edges is the
directional edge has to be made. The directional edge is, according to the definitions in [22], the inner edge
produced with a stylus edge parallel to the stylus main axis. As this definition suggests, it may not always be
possible to determine this edge by only using the information contained in the associated wedge. Without the
possibility to incorporate extended knowledge of possible wedge constellations or line directions we found
the choice of the longest edge or the one with the smallest angle to the reconstructed surface to yield good
results on Hittite cuneiform tablets as can be seen in Fig. 8.

As mentioned in Sec. 3.2 the wedge segmentation is also performed on geometry parts belonging to
fracture faces of a tablet. The segmentation results are now tested for several basic characteristics a wedge
should exhibit. Those may include lower and upper bounds for the size as well as constraints for the inner
angles. All potential wedges not meeting those requirements or with an unsuccessful segmentation are
discarded. In addition to that, a tablet wide wedge similarity and distance search is performed. Wedges with
few or no similar wedges or a very large minimum distance to a neighboring wedge are expected to be less
likely a wedge, but part of a fracture face.

4. Results
The novel approach, integrated into the software demonstrator CuneiformAnalyser, enables philologists to
efficiently perform interactive analysis tasks on high resolution (up to 50 million triangles per data set) digitized
cuneiform tablets [22]. It outperforms conventional philological research methods in terms of speed and
accuracy and even gives access to previously unavailable layers of information. This section will first present
some results comparing the viewport and selection performance achieved in this work with some commonly
available tools. After that, timings for an exemplary run of our segmentation pipeline on a data set of a
digitized cuneiform tablet will be shown. The section will conclude with the display of some segmentation
results.

4.1. Viewport and Selection Performance

To compare viewport and selection performance, rendering and selection times of the digitized cuneiform
tablet 310/b, containing 7 million points and 13.8 million faces were measured on a mid range testing
platform (Core-i7 2600, 8GB, Geforce GTX 560 Ti, 1920 × 1200 screen resolution). As test candidates
aside from the CuneiformAnalyser the professional modelling and animation software 3dsmax 2012 (Au-
todesk Inc., http://www.autodesk.com) and the open source mesh viewing/editing sofware MeshLab V1.3.2
(http://meshlab.sourceforge.net) were chosen. To ensure fair measurement environments all tests were per-
formed after a clean reboot with no other applications started. 3dsmax offers 3 internal graphics subsystems
for viewport rendering, based on OpenGL, DirectX and a custom implementation called Nitrous. As the
development of the 3dsmax OpenGL-subsystem is not continued and thus in very bad shape, the benchmarks
were done using the Nitrous subsystem as it was the recommended one. The viewport performance was
then measured in terms of frames per second in shaded triangle mode and point mode while rotating the
test data set zoomed to maximum visible size in an approximately screen sized viewport. For point mode,
a point size of 2 pixels was used. To test selection performance, the whole geometry of the test data set
was selected in the viewport using one command measuring the time until the selection became properly
displayed in the viewport. This was done both in point and in triangle mode. The results are shown in Fig. 9.
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(a) rendering performance (b) selection performance

Fig. 9. (a) Viewport rendering performance comparison. Timings for viewport rotation of the test data
set 310/b are shown in frames per second. (b) Viewport selection performance comparison. Timings
for selecting the whole geometry of the test data set 310/b are shown in seconds

For the viewport performance repeatable results shown in Fig. 9a could be obtained only for MeshLab
and CuneiformAnalyser, showing the optimized rendering pipeline of the CuneiformAnalyser performed much
better than the one used in MeshLab. The results for 3dsmax however were rarely repeatable and often
interrupted by program freezes with a duration from 15 up to 60 seconds when starting the viewport rotation.
This may have been the result of a special geometry caching mechanism that was able to boost the
performance up to 89 frames per second from the usual 22 frames per second in some cases. As 3dsmax
does not provide a true point display mode, but only a point editing mode the results obtained for point
rendering were also not comparable.

In terms of selection performance, all three software tools produced repeatable results. On Meshlab the
computation of triange selections was usually two times faster than the computation of point selections. On
3dsmax and CuneiformAnalyser the computation of point selections was faster by a factor of 2 to 4, with
the CuneiformAnalyser outperforming MeshLab and 3dsmax in both cases. It is worth mentioning that the
selection performance in 3dsmax gets moderately better when selecting only small amounts of geometry
and the selection performance of the CuneiformAnalyser may be speed up significantly by hiding unused
geometry like the back side of a cuneiform tablet, which is then not processed by the selection pipeline.

4.2. Segmentation Performance

While the fast user interface enables easy on-site examination of the scanned data the wedge extraction
pipeline is also fast enough to be used for on-site computations. The execution times (cf. Tab. 10) were
measured for thee small to medium sized fragments, consisting of several millions of faces, computed on
the testing platform described above. On all fragments the poisson reconstruction and the computation of
the height field are computationally most expensive as they are greatly based on proximity search in point
clouds. Computation of the discrete curvatures, ambient occlusion or the watershed algorithm use only a
small amount of time.

Data Characteristics Performance (s)
Tablet #Vertices #Faces CV AO PR HF WS CW WFE Combined
Bo 2743 1610047 3193251 1.2 2.0 24.8 22.3 0.8 3.4 3.5 58.0
Bo 71/222 3372959 6741778 2.4 4.8 35.5 61.4 2.3 7.3 11.6 125.3
310/b 6939791 13784923 4.9 8.8 41.9 121.5 4.4 15.3 14.9 211.7

Fig. 10. Segmentation Pipeline Performance for the cuneiform tablets Bo 2743, Bo 71/222 and
310/b. (CV: Curvature, AO: Ambient Occlusion, PR: Poisson Reconstruction, HF: Height Filed, WS:
Watershed, CW: Collect Wedges, WFE: Wedge Feature Extraction)
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Fig. 11. Segmentation results on the cuneiform tablet fragment Bo 71/222

Fig. 12. Segmentation results on the cuneiform tablet fragment 310/b

4.3. Segmentation Results

To provide an overview over segmentation quality that can be achieved using the method, described in this
paper, the Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show segmentation results on two tablets, both including a back side. The
fragment Bo 71/222 contains approximately 1920 wedges and is displayed on one side clay colored with a
wedge feature meta data overlay and on the other side as a grayscale image with a random color overlay
for individual wedges. The dense script type shows particularly well the wedge separation capabilities of
the modified watershed algorithm and the high hit rates of the estimation of the directional edges of the
wedges. The second fragment 310/b contains approximately 2960 wedges and is displayed clay colored with
a wedge feature meta data overlay on both sides. As its back side exhibits a large amount of fracture faces,
the effectiveness of the fracture face detection described in Sect. 3.4 can be seen.

5. Discussion
The present study demonstrates an automated and effective approach for a 3D segmentation and analysis
of wedges in cuneiform tablets and high-performance visualization techniques. The new approach enables
philologists for the first time to accurately measure the small components of cuneiform wedges and characters
and to collect hereby large amounts of data for statistical analysis of the cuneiform handwriting. This allows
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to set up feature profiles for fragments of cuneiform tablets, that can be compared with each other to detect
probabilities for fragment joins. Furthermore the feature vectors may help to single out individual scribes
who wrote several tablets. The approach makes intense use of parallel computing and GPGPU. It was
validated exemplarily on different cuneiform tablet fragments. Advantages of the approach are an efficient
segmentation, high performance, limited use of memory and parallel calculation. Further steps will therefore
include for example the development of means to predict the parameters of the algorithms. The integration
of ontologies may then account for a more intuitive approach to philological domain knowledge. Ontologies
are structural frameworks for organizing knowledge about a particular domain and may be used in this field.
Future studies need to evaluate whether feature extraction can be optimized by using methods of machine
learning on our growing data pool of over 1000 digitized cuneiform tablets.
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